Preface

This book deals with individualism sympathetically. Yet I have tried in the Introduction and recurrently in the chapters to look at a few of the criticisms made of individualism, especially of its core, the doctrine of individual rights. I hope to suggest that when the theory of individualism is associated with democracy, individualism does not promote what its critics say it does—self-seeking and deracination—but instead furthers an aspiration toward a self and a society that stand for something good and that may even enhance existence.


I thank persons for their help in particular chapters, but I have other acknowledgments to make. I owe a special debt to William Connolly for the example of his work, and also for suggesting that these essays be collected and then providing advice on those that are published here for the first time. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 are the revised texts of lectures given at the Christian Gauss Seminars in Criticism, Princeton University, under the title “Human Extinction and Moral Philosophy,” in the spring of 1985. I thank Victor Brombert and the Gauss committee for their invitation, and the members of the seminar for their challenging criticisms. My thanks for their steady responses and questions go to David Bromwich, Thomas Dumm, Jean Elshtain, Amy Gutmann, John Hollander, Leo Marx, Donald Moon, Barry O’Connell, Richard Poirier,
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Peter Pouncey, Nancy Rosenblum, Austin Sarat, Morton Schoolman, Judith Shklar, Tracy Strong, Michael Walzer, and Sheldon Wolin. Marilyn Sale, the copy editor, asked me probing questions, for which I am indebted. I am grateful to Stephanie Jinks for her skill and patience in wordprocessing several drafts of chapters and in preparing the manuscript for publication. I am very appreciative of the sabbatical leaves made possible by the trustees of Amherst College and Princeton University.
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